A DeImmunized chimeric anti-C3b/iC3b monoclonal antibody enhances rituximab-mediated killing in NHL and CLL cells via complement activation.
Complement-dependent cytotoxicity (CDC) is a key mechanism of Rituximab (RTX) action in killing non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (NHL) cells both in vitro and probably in vivo. A DeImmunized, mouse/human chimeric monoclonal antibody (Mab), H17, specific for cell-associated complement C3 cleavage products, C3b and iC3b, was generated to enhance RTX-mediated killing of target cells by CDC. When NHL cell lines were treated with RTX and H17 in the presence of complement for 1 h, there was 40-70% more cell death than that observed with RTX alone. The enhancing effect of H17 was also seen over longer treatment periods. H17 was tested ex vivo against primary cells from NHL and chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) patients. In RTX-resistant NHL samples, H17 enhanced RTX-mediated killing; in the remaining samples RTX + complement alone promoted more than 80% killing, and no significant enhancement was observed. The H17 antibody also increased RTX-mediated killing in four out of nine CLL samples. H17 may have therapeutic applications in NHL and CLL treatment as an adjunctive therapy to RTX. It might also enhance the activity of other therapeutic antibodies that work through CDC.